30 Minute Walking Routes in Nature on UBC Vancouver Campus

THUNDERBIRD TRAIL

Start outside The AMS Nest/Alumni Centre (East Mall/University Blvd) and head SE on East Mall. Cross Thunderbird Blvd and take a left between Osborne Center and UBC Tennis center. Then take a right before Thunderbird Arena, and left on the first path you see. Continue straight, cross the street and turn left at Wesbrook Mall. Turn right on Thunderbird Boulevard then make a left after TRIUMF house. Walk through the forested area to get back out onto Wesbrook Mall. Make a left on Agronomy Rd, right on Health Sciences Mall, left on Hospital Ln, and finally, right on East Mall to return to Nest/Alumni Centre.

- **30 minutes**
- **Easy**
- **None**
- **None**
- **Wheelchair and stroller accessible**
- **2.8 km**
- **3900 steps**
- **None**
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